
Note to the Secretary-General

Subject: Finance Industry Support of the Global Fund to Fight HIV/AIDS, Tuberculosis
and Malaria

Further to my note of 23 September 2004 on the Global Fund's proposal (attached
for easy reference) to engage financial services corporations with a view to a multi-year
commitment for the Fund, I would like to share Mr. Ocampo's views on the subject
(attached).

As indicated by Jose Antonio, the Global Fund's proposals, namely transactions
based fundraising (a form of Tobin Tax) and a new financial instrument to raise funds for
the Global Fund (through GF bonds) could prove to be not only controversial, but
extremely difficult to implement. Innovative finance initiatives should be pursued in a
broader context, which could then benefit a number of funds, rather than one specific
fund.

Marta Mauras
21 October 2004
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Note to the Secretary-General

Subject: Proposals from the Global

<(9

Richard Feachem, Executive Director of the Global Fund, wrote to you on
July 23 to follow up on his meeting with you in Bangkok. Attached please find a copy of
his letter. I am in touch with Dr. Piot and Mr. Antonio Costa, chair of the co-sponsoring
agencies, in relation to some of his proposals in order to provide you with a consolidated
view. To avoid further delays, I am summarizing below the items for your consideration:

Special High-Level Sfijjglfln. of {he Global Fund Board in Arusha on 17-19
^oviglnlTeTrTheTresident of Tanzama and Dr. Feachem have invited you to join
President Obasanjo and other Heads of State to a high-level special session of the \\
Executive Board on 17 November in Arusha. We have positively recommended this t
Ms. Lindenmayer should it be feasible for you to accommodate this segment during
your forthcoming trip to Africa.

Chairmanship of the Replenishment Conference of the Global Fund; You may recall
that the idea of you chairing a Replenishment Conference was first raised with you by the
NGO group you met in Bangkok. Dr. Feachem is now enquiring whether you would be
able to chair it, sometime in February 2005. Mr. Lewis is in favour and Dr. Piot believes
that it is consonant with the high priority you have afforded though there would need to
be clarity about the outcome, organization and level of participants. We have requested
more information from the Global Fund. Meanwhile, Mr. Antonio Costa as chair of
the co-sponsors is consulting with his colleagues to give you a more considered
advice.

Consortium with the finance industry: As you will recall, you suggested in Bangkok
the possibility of forming a consortium with the finance industry with a view to a multi-
year commitment for the Global Fund. You requested a note with ideas on how to pursue
such a consortium, so that you could discuss it with Bob Rubin and Stan Fisher.
Attached please find a copy of the note that has been prepared by the Global Fund on the
subject. The Global Fund is more inclined to the idea of establishing individual
partnerships with specific financial corporations rather than a consortium. They
are working on alternative financial mechanisms in consultation with some
members of the G8, exploring ideas such as credit card transactions, stock trading
as well as new financial mechanisms. We are requesting Mr. Ocampo's views on
these ideas.

Quarterly meetings with Professor Feachem: We are trying to establish a good date for
your next meeting with Dr. Feachem. It would seem that the possibilities are on 18 or 19
October in London (note sent to Mr. Moller) or right before the CEB on 27 October in
New York. The latter would allow you to meet Feachem along with the main UN
heads (UNAIDS, WHO, UNICEF and UNDP) to discuss in particular progress made
in clearing bottlenecks in implementation.

D)M1
cc DSG, PP

Marta Mauras
23 September 2004
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THE GLOBAL FUND
to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria

Our Ref: OED/rfcbng/22.7.04-UN
Professor Richard G.A. Feachem
CBE, FREng, DSc (Med)

23 July 2004 Executive Director

His Excellency Kofi Annan
Secretary General
United Nations
First Avenue at 46th Street
NEW YORK
New York 10017
United States of America

Dear Secretary General

It was a great pleasure to meet you in Bangkok. Thank you for your strong support and
encouragement I write to follow up on the action points we agreed during our meeting.

You proposed the creation of a joint team consisting of several UN organizations to address
bottlenecks in the implementation of problematic Global Fund-supported programs. The
Global Fund already works closely with WHO, UNAIDS and others to assist countries in
implementing their programs. This collaboration has developed well over the past few
months, but there is still substantial room for improvement. The main limitations for our
partners is - according to their own assessment - additional resources needed to increase both
the quantity and quality of staff in the field who can dedicate time to Global Fund program
issues. We would be happy to explore a more formalized form of collaboration and to jointly
seek funds for such work. You might be interested to know that we are also working with
private sector companies and coalitions to resolve some of the bottlenecks at country level,
promoting co-investment partnerships that will support the implementation of Global Fund
grants.

I welcome your offer of convening a group of senior personalities within the finance industry.
This is a very timely and important initiative and ides in with initial efforts we have made to
engage some key individuals in Citigroup, Standard Chartered and other banks. I attach a
note on possible ideas to pursue with such a group. We would be delighted to develop a
strategy for this sector and make preparations for an initial meeting under your auspices to set
a process in motion.

I greatly appreciate your agreement to meet with me on a quarterly basis in order to keep you
fully informed about issues and challenges of the Global Fund. We will work with I
Marta Mauras to find a suitable time - the first opportunity being most likely after the 1
UN General Assembly. The contact point on our side is Dr Michel Lavollay.

I also was delighted by your interest in visiting a Global Fund Board meeting. The Board will .
next meet during November 17-19 in Arusha, Tanzania. We will again liaise with Marta to I
see if the dates fit in with your schedule.

Continued... 2
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23 July 2004

His Excellency Kofi Annan

Finally, I was extremely excited to hear that, in your meeting with NGOs in Bangkok, you
indicated a willingness to consider becoming the Chair of the new Replenishment Conference
which the Global Fund is establishing. You would bring enormous stature and credibility to
this process. I would be more than happy to provide you with all the details of the operational
modalities for this mechanism. The Chair of the replenishment conferences will be appointed
by the Chair of our Board. I would be very grateful if you could indicate your willingness to
help us in this crucial effort so that we can initiate the appropriate interaction with our Board.

With very many thanks for your continuous leadership in the struggle against AIDS,
tuberculosis and malaria and your constant support for the Global Fund.

With best regards.

Yours sincerely

Enclosure
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5 THE GLOBAL FUND
to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria

Partnership Opportunities with the Global Fund: Financial Services Sector

The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria is positioned to partner with the
private sector through a wide range of opportunities given its unique approach to public-
private partnership, global scope and flexible operating model. This is especially true for
corporations in the Financial Services sector, where in addition to the above factors, there
is a close alignment with the Fund's core business and organizational values.

Given the potential scope of such a partnership, it is critical that the sector be approached
at the highest level, and with a very deliberate strategy on engagement and partnership.

Engagement

There are two primary options to pursue in engaging financial services corporations:

- Individual champion: focus on building a single, global partnership with one of the
leading corporations (e.g.Citigroup)

o Pros: allows for a high degree of ownership, greater PR benefit for partner,
customization of campaign/partnership to the individual partner's particular
business portfolio and brand positioning

o Cons: limits scope of campaign/partnership, requires significant commitment
. of resources from partner

- Industry consortium: focus on building a small consortium of the leading
corporations (e.g. Citigroup, AmEx, HSBC)

o Pros: allows for a broad campaign/partnership that combines the a~ssets of
several partners, distributes the investment required across several partners

o Cons: depends on being able to have traditional rivals work together,
diminishes ability to customize campaign to meet particular needs of
individual partners, diminishes PR value of partnership by credit being
spread among multiple partners

Given the pros and cons of the two approaches outlined above, the first appears more
likely to lead to success and could be tested with the fead prospect, failing which the
second approach could adopted.

Partnership

There are two primary opportunities for partnership with the Global Fund that have the
potential to raise significant funds:
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THE GLOBAL FUND
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- Transaction based fundraising: develop a cause-related campaign to engage
customers to donate to the Global Fund via transaction based contributions from
existing financial services products and services. E.g.:

o Credit card - develop campaign for credit card customers: round up every
transaction to the nearest $/€, contribute a fixed amount through each
monthly statement, corporate contribution to match consumer / based on
new customer acquisitions / based on ave. balance etc.

o Stock trading - develop campaign for trading customers: contribute a fixed
amount / % for every trade, corporate contribution to match consumer /
based on new customer acquisition etc.

o BIG IDEA (for industry consortium): declare a Fund the Fund trading day.
Involve the major stock markets of the world supported by an integrated
marketing campaign calling for a percentage of commissions / transactions
to be contributed to the Global Fund by customers (and matched by
sponsoring corporations)

- New financial instrument: create and market a new financial instrument to raise
funds for the Global Fund

o Investment product - create a Global Fund bond to be distributed through
commercial channels where a percentage of the returns would be donated to
the Global Fund.

o BIG IDEA: create a virtual offering of Global Fund shares. Launch a highly
publicized IPO supported by an integrated marketing campaign encouraging
customers to "invest in our future" by purchasing Global Fund "stock". Create
a trading market place where shares would be valued based on the
spread/destruction of the disease and the progress of Global Fund programs.

The relevance and potential for each of the above opportunities will be dependent on the
partners) engaged. These ideas should serve as a basis for discussion, and not be
considered as being prescriptive; once a partner is engaged and committed to the cause,
they will be able to apply their industry expertise to develop these ideas further or generate
new ones that can yield the maximum benefit for the Global Fund and the fight against the
pandemics.
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MlA
Note to Ms. Marta Mauras

Subject: Finance Industry Support of Global Fund to Fight HIV/AIDS. Tuberculosis and
Malaria (Reference to your note of 24 September 2004)

1. As a general observation, the issue of international tax is very complex in and of itself.
I believe it is best pursued in a broader context, which could then benefit a number of funds. I
would therefore advise against discussing the proposed partnership opportunities in relation to
one specific fund. That being said, my reactions to the Global Fund note are as follows:

2. The note touches upon two issues that are probably best treated separately: (i) garnering
a multi-year commitment, and (ii) bilateral/the single partner versus multilateral relations/the
consortia. While I have no basic disagreement with the approach of the Global Fund, I am not
sure that competitors in business could effectively cooperate in fund raising. It would also be
important not to get what some refer to as the "Global Compact effect", in which the partner
sometimes ends up getting more credit for the link to the Global Fund than it provides in terms of
actual contributions to the Fund.

3. Most of the measures proposed are in fact already contained in the "innovative finance"
studies recently presented, so this initiative should be coordinated with the choice of the
preferred channel for the Hunger and Poverty initiative. In addition, care should be taken not to
present too many initiatives to donors, as this could confuse them.

4. Specific comments on the two approaches mentioned:

(a) Transactions based fundraising. This can be seen as essentially another type
of Tobin Tax. It seems unlikely that an investor would decide to give by
adding to his brokerage commission, rather than giving in a direct way.
Regarding the option of contributing a fixed amount on each stock trade, the
majority of trades are by institutions, so it is hard for them to justify such
transactions, and in the case of pension funds and other fiduciaries, probably
impossible and disruptive.

(b) A new financial instrument to raise funds for the Global Fund. I do not quite
see how a Global Fund bond would generate flows, unless it is a transaction
tax on the purchase or a tax on the interest on the bond. Issuing shares that
are valued on the success of the programs also seems complicated. The idea
here appears to be that if there are more AIDS victims, the price of the shares
would fall and encourage speculators to buy them with the new money, thus
resulting in higher share prices and a profit for the buyer. However, the new
money will only become available if they are all initial distribution shares. If
they are traded in a secondary market, the money goes to the existing holder.
Moreover, if there is no secondary market, the speculator cannot sell to get his
profit, so there is really no market motive driving this scheme.



Note to Mr. Ocampo

Ideas for the finance industry supporting the Global Fund to Fight HIV/AIDS,
Tuberculosis and Malaria

During his meeting with Professor Richard Feachem in July 2004, the
Secretary-General suggested the possibility of forming a "consortium" with the finance
industry with a view to a multi-year commitment for the Global Fund. He requested a
note with ideas on how to pursue this, so that he could discuss it - in a preliminary
fashion - with Bob Rubin and Stan Fisher.

In its own analysis, the Global Fund is more inclined to establishing individual
partnerships with specific financial corporations rather than a consortium. The Fund is
working on alternative financial mechanisms in consultation with members of the G-8
(especially France and UK), exploring ideas such as credit card transactions, stock
trading as well as financial mechanisms.

Attached is the note that has been prepared by the Global Fund on the
subject. We would appreciate your considered comments.

Many thanks.

Marta Mauras
24 September 2004

cc: Mr. Piot
Mr. de Rojas
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Partnership Opportunities with the Global Fund: Financial Services Sector

The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria is positioned to partner with the
private sector through a wide range of opportunities given its unique approach to public-
private partnership, global scope and flexible operating model. This is especially true for
corporations in the Financial Services sector, where in addition to the above factors, there
is a close alignment with the Fund's core business and organizational values.

Given the potential scope of such a partnership, it is critical that the sector be approached
at the highest level, and with a very deliberate strategy on engagement and partnership.

Engagement

There are two primary options to pursue in engaging financial services corporations:

- Individual champion: focus on building a single, global partnership with one of the
leading corporations (e.g.Citigroup)

o Pros: allows for a high degree of ownership, greater PR benefit for partner,
customization of campaign/partnership to the individual partner's particular
business portfolio and brand positioning

a Cons: limits scope of campaign/partnership, requires significant commitment
< of resources from partner

- Industry consortium: focus on building a small consortium of the leading
corporations (e.g. Citigroup, AmEx, HSBC)

o Pros: allows for a broad campaign/partnership that combines the alsets of
several partners, distributes the investment required across several partners

o Cons: depends on being able to have traditional rivals work together,
diminishes ability to customize campaign to meet particular needs of
individual partners, diminishes PR value of partnership by credit being
spread among multiple partners

Given the pros and cons of the two approaches outlined above, the first appears more
likely to lead to success and could be tested with the lead prospect, failing which the
second approach could adopted.

Partnership

There are two primary opportunities for partnership with the Global Fund that have the
potential to raise significant funds:
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- Transaction based fundraising: develop a cause-related campaign to engage
customers to donate to the Global Fund via transaction based contributions from
existing financial services products and services. E.g.:

o Credit card - develop campaign for credit card customers: round up every
transaction to the nearest $/€, contribute a fixed amount through each
monthly statement, corporate contribution to match consumer / based on
new customer acquisitions / based on ave. balance etc.

o Stock trading - develop campaign for trading customers: contribute a fixed
amount / % for every trade, corporate contribution to match consumer /
based on new customer acquisition etc.

o BIG IDEA (for industry consortium): declare a Fund the Fund trading day.
Involve the major stock markets of the world supported by an integrated
marketing campaign calling for a percentage of commissions / transactions
to be contributed to the Global Fund by customers (and matched by
sponsoring corporations) /

- New financial instrument: create and market a new financial instrument to raise
funds for the Global Fund

o Investment product - create a Global Fund bond to be distributed through
commercial channels where a percentage of the returns would be donated to
the Global Fund.

o BIG IDEA: create a virtual offering of Global Fund shares. Launch a highly
publicized IPO supported by an integrated marketing campaign encouraging
customers to "invest in our future" by purchasing Global Fund "stock". Create

' a trading market place where shares would be valued based on the
spread/destruction of the disease and the progress of Global Fund programs.

The relevance and potential for each of the above opportunities will be dependent on the
partner(s) engaged. These ideas should serve as a basis for discussion, and not be
considered as being prescriptive; once a partner is engaged and committed to the cause,
they will be able to apply their industry expertise to develop these ideas further or generate
new ones that can yield the maximum benefit for the Global Fund and the fight against the
pandemics.
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